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The Fed’s Prime Directive: Keep the Recovery Intact

Growth Risks: Tilted to the Downside

• Omicron: Significant hit in early Q1

• Fiscal impulse: Nasty Keynesian hangover

• Fed: Taking away the Red Bull

Transitory: Two Years for Inflation to Revert? 

• Supply chains: Efficient but fragile

• Wages: Strong for low-income workers

• Rents: Add 50 bps to 2022 inflation

“Common Prosperity”: Underweight Chinese Equities

• Real estate sector: Extended period of deleveraging

• Regulatory crackdown on tech: Private sector on tight leash

• Equity market decoupling: Promoted by both Beijing & DC

Equity Market Outlook: The End of Multiple Expansion

• Market valuations are fair: Key risks

o Interest rates soar: But we expect 10Y yield to rise by < 50 bps

o FCF growth disappoints: Consensus 8% in 2022, 5% in 2023

o During every Fed cycle, weak links crack: Crypto, SPACs, pockets of market excess

"To get the kind of very strong labor market we want, it's going to take a long expansion. To get a long 

expansion we need price stability… high inflation is a severe threat to achieving max employment.”

– Jerome Powell, Jan 11th
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Omicron: Each Wave Has Less Impact on Economy & Markets

Source: Bloomberg, CDC, Johns Hopkins 

Appears to have peaked on Jan 14th

K-12 Schools: Pandemic-related disruptions

High-frequency metrics

• Open Table: Lowest since 4/2021

• TSA # travelers: Low since 5/2021

• Office occupancy: Low since 5/2021

• Google mobility: Low since 4/2021

Similar results for all others: 6+ month lows

Consensus: Quick rebound from Feb

Source: BloombergSource: Bloomberg

Economists: Slashing Q1 GDP forecasts
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Fiscal Policy: Nasty Keynesian Hangover

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Fiscal policy impulse: Impact on GDP growth (%)

Source: Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners Excess savings: Now being drawn down

Cumulative excess savings

• $2.4 tn: 3/2020-8/2021

• Bottom 40% of households by income

o Hold 5% of savings

o Majority do not have enough savings 

to cover three months of expenses

Fiscal policy: No longer a tailwind
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Fed Has Never Been This Far Behind the Curve 

Source: FRB, NBER, Bloomberg, Epoch Investment Partners

Loosest FFR ever: Relative to Taylor rule

Market pricing: # hikes in 2022

Source: Bloomberg, FRB

Core PCE inflation: Currently 4.7%

At the start of previous hiking cycles

• 2015: 1.2%

• 2004: 2.1%

• 1999: 1.4%

• 1994: 2.3%

“We’re going to have to be both

humble and a bit nimble”

– Jerome Powell, Jan 11

Followed by another 3 hikes in 2023, 

and then done
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Early 2021 Consensus for Inflation: 2.3%

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Inflation falls back to target in early 2024?

Supply-side disruptions

• Goods: Semis, autos, lumber, …

o Inelastic S-T supply curves

• Transport: Shipping, ports, trucks

o Takes years to build a new ship

• Workers: Lower wage & 55+

o Restaurants, retail, healthcare

Not a textbook excess demand story

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

Policy brought demand forward

• Especially durable goods

Output gap has not closed: 

Inflation due to

• Change in composition of demand

• Supply bottlenecks

“Why did nobody see it coming?” – Queen Elizabeth II

Wide range of plausible 

inflation outcomes
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Cure for High Prices is High Prices: Well, Sort Of
Consumer spending vs trend

Durable goods spend: 26% above trend

• What did firms expect in early-2020?

o Demand wouldn’t hit today’s level 

until 2029

• Based their capex & hiring plans on this

How quickly will goods inflation revert?

Inflation vs. trendConsumer prices vs. trend

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

Core goods inflation: Typically 0%, now 10.7%

Core services inflation: Typically 3%, now 3.7%

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, Epoch Investment Partners
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Global Supply Chains: Onshoring Alone Won’t Ensure Antifragility

Source: Bloomberg, NBER

Shipping: Short-run inelastic

Auto production: Stalled due to semis

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Building products: Severe bottlenecks

Source: Bloomberg, BEA, NBER

Efficient, but fragile

Antifragility: Need diversification + buffers
China exports: +17.3% yoy

(2010-2019 mean: 4.4%)

US lumber production: 25% below 2006 peak

2021: US doubles duty on Cdn lumber to 17.9%

Vs pre-Covid

Germany: -25%

US: -42%

Source: Pixabay.com
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Labor Market: LFPR Key to Wage Growth

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Unemployment rate: Tight labor market 

Where did all the workers go? 

• Early retirement: 1.5 mn

• Aging population: 1.0 mn

• Fewer visas issued: 0.7 mn

• Caretakers or fear Covid: ?

• Living off savings from stimmy checks: ?

Wage costs: Could become an EPS headwind 

Labor Force Participation Rate

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Months

U rate: Currently 3.9% vs 3.5% pre-Covid

Employment (mn): Slack labor market 

Employment

3.3 mn below 1/2020

7.6 mn below trend

LFPR recovery muted for:

High school educ

55+
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Wage Growth: Not Yet Driving Inflation or Denting Profits

Source: Bloomberg, BLS

Job openings (million)

Profit share: Record high

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

Wage growth: 5.4% for lowest wage quartile

Source: Bloomberg, BLS, Atlanta Fed, NBER

Quit rate (monthly, %)

Source: Bloomberg, BLS

Reflecting strong 

productivity growth
ULCs not wages 

drive inflation
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Upward Pressure on Rents: Add 50 bps to Core PCE by end-2022

Source: Bloomberg, NBER, BLS

CPI rent: 4.2% yoy and rising

Rental market: Tightest since the 1980s

Source: Bloomberg, Census Bureau, NBER

House prices to rent: Record high

Source: Bloomberg, OECD, NBER

Source: Bloomberg, NBER

Inventory of homes for sale: Very low

Shelter weight

• CPI: 32% (40% for core)

• PCE: 16% (18% core)

Case-Shiller home 

price index: 18% yoy
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“Common Prosperity”: Underweight Chinese Equities
Real estate sector: Faces extended period of deleveraging

• One aim of “Common Prosperity”

o Tame China’s real estate obsession & speculative excesses

• Although a financial crisis is unlikely

o Successful deleveraging implies lower growth lies ahead

Genuine growth, excluding real estate: Probably 2 to 3%

Impact of real estate related activities on GDP (%)

Home price-to-income ratios: Major cities

Source: “China’s outsized real estate sector,” by Kenneth Rogoff, Harvard

Source: Bloomberg

“Housing is for living,

not for speculation”

— President Xi
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“Common Prosperity”: The Private Sector on a Tight Leash

Source: China National Press, Xinhua, South China Morning 

Post, SupChina, Bloomberg, WSJ, Financial Times

The attack on tech: Three motivations

• Foster competition: Given winner-takes-most dynamics

• Share excess profits: With stakeholders (state, workers)

• Enhance national security: Reduce dependence on U.S.

• Discouraged areas of tech: Social media, gaming, online tutoring

• What tech does China want? Semis, AI, AVs, biotech & green tech

The regulatory state: Will it quash China’s entrepreneurial energy?

Select tech share prices (index)# of regulatory actions from Beijing

Source: Bloomberg
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“Common Prosperity”: Equity Market Decoupling

Source: Bloomberg

Actively promoted by both Beijing and DC

• Auditing the Auditors: SEC to begin delisting noncompliant Chinese companies in 2024

o Will affect 270 Chinese companies listed in U.S. (75 with market cap > $1 bn)

Chinese equity indices: Exhibited terrible performance over last decade

• But especially since regulatory crackdown commenced

• However, Chinese equities don’t appear cheap

o Have just declined in line with earnings

o Leaving relative multiples at 10Y means

Dramatic underperformance

Source: Bloomberg

Fairly valued vs history

60% underperformance 

over the last decade

Equity market declines have 

just reflected terrible earnings
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Equity Market: Fairly-Valued, Conditional on Bond Yields

Earnings & FCF yield (less 10Y bond yield): Close to 25Y mean

Earnings growth

• Strong rebound: Already priced in?

Valuations appear fair

• Provided bond yield doesn’t soar

o And FCF growth meets expectations

Source (all 3 charts): Bloomberg, NBER, Epoch Investment Partners

SPX: EPS with consensus forecasts

Consensus

2022:   8%

2023:   5%
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Key Risk to Equity Markets: Dramatic Rise in Bond Yields

Last three tightening cycles

• During 6-mo after first move

o 10Y yield did not rise significantly

• For entire hiking cycle

o 10Y yield rose only 40-60 bps from 

beginning to end

Suggests 10Y yield rise < 50 bps this cycle

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

Chg in 10Y yield (bps): 6-mo after 1st hike

Roughly 125 bp rise

Three most recent cycles:

Very different impact on 10Y

Bond market sentiment: Already very bearish
Source: Bloomberg, FRB

94th percentile
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Equity Market Returns: Over Last Five Tightening Cycles

Transition: The first 3-mo of the hiking cycle

• Produced small negative returns during 4 of 

the last 5 tightening cycles

o PE multiple fell by 1 ppt on ave

However, during the first 6-mo of the cycle

• Returns were positive in 4/5 cases

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

SPX produced positive returns

during each of the last five hiking cycles

SPX Forward PE (index):

Median over last 5 tightening cycles

Source: Bloomberg, FRB, NBER

1st hike of cycle 

months

Multiples typically do not 

expand during hiking cycles

2015-18: 22%

2004-06: 11%

1999-00: 4%

1994-95: 1%

1986-89: 19%
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Investment Conclusions: Will the Fed Successfully Extend the Recovery?

Growth Risks

• Omicron: Close to peaking

• Fiscal policy: Negative impulse through 2022

• Fed tightening: To sustain the recovery

Inflation: Could Take Two More Years to Revert

• Supply chains: Antifragility requires diversification and buffers

• ULCs drive inflation not wages: We expect productivity growth of 2%+

• Rents: Accelerating

Underweight Chinese Equities: Weak Earnings Growth

• Real estate sector deleveraging

• Regulatory crackdown on tech

• Equity market decoupling

Equity Market Outlook: Key Risks

• Interest rates soar: But we expect 10Y yield to rise by < 50 bps

• FCF growth disappoints expectations

• In every Fed cycle, weak links crack: Crypto, SPACs, pockets of market excess

What is Your Business Strategy for the Digital Age?

• We remain focused upon firms with resilient business models and strong FCF growth

• Imperative that companies successfully implement a business strategy for the Digital Age

"The Fed remains well behind the curve in its commitment to fighting inflation."

– Larry Summers, Dec 16th
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Global Quality Capital Reinvestment: The Strategy

1 Annualized returns are presented gross-of-fees.

2 Inception date is June 30, 2013. Performance for the most recent quarter is preliminary and subject to change. The risk statistics are shown as supplemental information only and supplement the

GIPS Report which is located within the Disclosure section of the presentation.

What makes Global Quality Capital 

Reinvestment distinctive?

• An intense focus on profitability, not growth

• A unique definition of quality that 

emphasizes proper capital allocation

• A differentiated portfolio; little overlap with 

most quality growth managers

• A highly disciplined portfolio construction 

methodology

Reporting Currency: USD

Three Year– Risk Return Metrics2

(As of December 31, 2021)

Information Ratio 1.58

Alpha 8.41

Beta 0.88

Active Share1 86.23

Upside Capture 106.77

Downside Capture 79.93

Three Year1,2

(As of December 31, 2021) Returns

Standard 

Deviation

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment 

(Gross)
28.8% 15.4%

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment

(Net)
28.3% --

MSCI World Index (Net) 21.7% 17.1%
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Why Do ROIC and WACC Matter?

• Management should seek to create 

value for shareholders, not simply to 

grow earnings.

• Traditional growth managers focus on 

growth in profit.

• Generating profit growth requires 

investment of capital, and capital is 

not free.

• The cost of capital represents an 

opportunity cost – what investors could 

expect to earn elsewhere.

Not all profit growth creates value 

for shareholders.

CUMULATIVE FACTOR RETURNS IN 

AXIOMA GLOBAL MODEL
(December 1996 – December 2021)

Source: Axioma. Represents the cumulative returns to a one-standard-deviation level of exposure to the Growth and Profitability risk factors in the Axioma World-Wide Equity 

Factor Risk, based on monthly calculations of factor returns. No representation is being made that any investment will achieve performance similar to the factors shown.  For 

illustrative purposes only and not representative of a portfolio Epoch currently manages.
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Profitability Has Outperformed Growth 85% of the Time Since 1997

Source: Axioma. 

12 MONTH RETURNS PROFITABILITY FACTOR VS. GROWTH FACTOR IN THE AXIOMA GLOBAL MODEL
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Focusing on the Current Positioning 

Source: FactSet Research Systems, Inc.; MSCI Inc. The data shown above is of a representative account and such data may vary for each client in the strategy due to market conditions, client guidelines and 

diversity of portfolio holdings. The data is unaudited and may change at any time. Totals may not add due to rounding.

GLOBAL QUALITY CAPITAL REINVESTMENT
(As of December 31, 2021)

Sector

Portfolio

Weight (%)

Benchmark

Weight (%)

Information 

Technology
30.7 23.7

Health Care 21.5 12.6

Consumer 

Discretionary
12.4 12.3

Industrials 11.1 10.1

Financials 9.2 13.2

Consumer Staples 7.4 6.9

Communication 

Services
6.3 8.3

Materials 0.4 4.2

Real Estate 0.2 2.8

Utilities -- 2.7

Energy -- 3.1

Unassigned 0.0 0.1 

Cash 0.8 0.0 

Country

Portfolio

Weight (%)

MSCI World 

Weight (%)

United States 63.4 69.0

United Kingdom 5.3 4.1

Japan 3.5 6.2

Switzerland 3.3 2.9

Taiwan 3.2 --

Sweden 3.0 1.1

Denmark 2.4 0.7

Canada 2.3 3.3

Australia 2.2 1.9

Italy 1.9 0.7

Netherlands 1.7 1.4

France 1.7 3.2

Hong Kong 1.4 0.8

Spain 1.3 0.6

China 0.9 --

Mexico 0.6 --

Indonesia 0.5 --

Singapore 0.4 0.3

South Africa 0.3 --

Characteristics Portfolio

MSCI 

World

ROIC – WACC 18.1 1.6

FCF Yield (ex-

financials)
3.3 3.9

Price/Book Ratio 8.9 3.2

Weighted Average 

Market Cap ($M)
196,915 468,898

Weighted Median 

Market Cap ($M)
39,327 111,301

Number of Equity 

Positions
116 1,546

12-Month Turnover 38.7%

Reporting Currency: USD
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Capturing Targeted Characteristics

PEER COMPARISON

• Companies we own 

generate high returns on 

their invested capital

‒ They are reinvesting 

heavily in order to take 

advantage of that and 

create value for 

shareholders

‒ They have high profit 

margins, and use little 

debt, leading to well 

above-average earnings 

growth stability

• These characteristics have 

combined to drive the 

portfolio’s favorable 

upside/downside capture 

profile

Source: Style Research; MSCI Inc. The data shown above is of a representative account and such data may vary for each client in the strategy due to market conditions, client 
guidelines and diversity of portfolio holdings. The data is unaudited and may change at any time. The data is supplemental to the composite presentation, is shown for informational 
purposes only, and is not indicative of future portfolio characteristics or returns. 

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment
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Market Misunderstands Role of ROIC in Driving Valuation

P =  
CF1

r - g

Paying out more cash flow today raises a company's value…

…but so does faster growth, which requires more reinvestment

For two companies with the same earnings and the same growth rate, the one 

with the higher ROIC is worth more, because it generates more free cash flow. 

And that leads to a higher P/E and higher PEG ratio.

g = reinvestment x ROIC

For a more in-depth discussion of this topic see The P/E Ratio: A User's Manual on www.eipny.com

A company with high ROIC can 

generate a given level of growth 

with less reinvestment – and more 

free cash flow – than a company 

with low ROIC

http://www.eipny.com/white-papers/the_p-e_ratio_a-users_manual/
http://www.eipny.com/
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Epoch Thought Leadership

RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND WHITE PAPERS

America’s Risky Experiment: Will the 

Inflation Genie Escape?

Inflation risks are at a four-decade high due to 

today’s combination of a generous Treasury, an 

overly tolerant Fed, and a reopening economy. 

Investors should brace themselves for more 

inflation scares, which will likely remain a key driver 

of equity markets well into 2022.

The Epoch Core Model: 

Our Proprietary Stock Model

More than just our proprietary stock selection 

model, the Epoch Core Model (ECM) is a 

rules-based expression of Epoch’s free cash 

flow investment philosophy. Learn about its 

components and how it’s being used to 

enhance the firm’s investment processes 

across strategies.

Money 3.0: Central Bank Digital 

Currencies (CBDC)

During the past two years, CBDC has progressed 

from a bold speculative concept to a seeming 

inevitability and core feature of our financial 

ecosystem. This paper explores the implications for 

monetary policy, the FinTech and payments sectors, 

and the potential disintermediation of significant 

swaths of the commercial banking system.

Podcast – Actively Speaking
Our latest releases:

Dec. 13, 2021

China: What is Common Prosperity

Sept. 28, 2021

Managing a Portfolio Through a Pandemic

The Pandemic Accelerant Part II: 

Turbo-Charging the Digital Economy
The recent surge in start-ups and unicorns reflects 

the broadening of the digital revolution across 

industries. Although the digitization of the economy 

is still in early earnings, we expect digital platforms 

to represent the majority of market cap by 2025, 

with tech, health care and communications the 

most promising sectors.

China’s “Common Prosperity”: What 

Does it Mean for Investors?

China has launched a new policy framework, 

“Common Prosperity,” which escalates government 

steerage of the economy and features two critical 

initiatives: First, Beijing is taking action to tame the 

country’s real estate obsession. Second, it has 

targeted a wide range of tech-related sectors. We 

examine the implications for investors.
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Global Quality Capital Reinvestment

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment Composite Annual Performance Disclosures 

Total Firm Composite Assets Annual Performance Results 

Year 

End 

Assets 

(Millions) 

USD 

(Millions) 

Number of 

Accounts 

Composite

Gross 

Composite 

Net**

MSCI World 

(Net)

Internal 

Dispersion 

Composite 

3-Yr St Dev

MSCI World 

(Net) 3-Yr St 

Dev

% of 

Non-Fee Paying 

Assets

2020 31,494 2,288 Five or fewer 30.27% 29.74% 15.90% N.A 16.89% 18.27% 0

2019 34,204 1,171 Five or fewer 29.63% 29.15% 27.67% N.A 11.59% 11.14% 0

2018 35,505 586 Five or fewer (7.91)% (8.30)% (8.71)% N.A 10.97% 10.38% 0

2017 49,482 642 Five or fewer 28.24% 27.72% 22.40% N.A 9.94% 10.23% 0

2016 42,106 502 Five or fewer 5.64% 5.23% 7.51% N.A 10.69% 10.92% <1

2015 41,918 254 Five or fewer 1.69% 0.83% (0.87)% N.A N.P N.P 1

2014 43,617 2 Five or fewer 6.11% 5.22% 4.94% N.A N.P N.P 100

2013* 38,439 2 Five or fewer 15.50% 15.02% 16.83% N.A N.P N.P 100

N.A. - Information is not statistically meaningful due to an insufficient number of portfolios in the composite for the entire year. *Results shown for the year 2013 represent partial period performance from July 

1, 2013 through December 31, 2013. **Net performance reflects the gross-of-fees return reduced by the actual investment management fee incurred. Effective 1/2016, net performance is calculated by 

deducting the actual investment management fee incurred by each portfolio in the composite. Prior to 1/2016, net-of-fee returns reflect the deduction of the highest annual management fee in effect at the time 

(0.85%), applied on a monthly basis. Effective July 2020, the Global Equity Capital Reinvestment Composite name has been changed to the Global Quality Capital Reinvestment Composite.  There has been 

no change to the underlying strategy and/or management of the product. N.P. – Information is not presented because 36 monthly returns are not available. 

1. Global Quality Capital Reinvestment Composite contains fully discretionary portfolios managed by Epoch using an investment strategy that seeks to provide an attractive

total return with market-like volatility by investing in companies worldwide with strong free cash flow and which provide long-term capital appreciation. The strategy will

invest primarily in equity and equity-related instruments of companies. The portfolio will invest in companies that generate growing free cash flow and possess

management with consistent and successful capital allocation policies with a focus on generating returns for shareholders. The portfolio generally will hold the securities

of approximately 90 – 130 issuers from equity markets worldwide. The minimum account size for this composite is $500 thousand.

2. For comparison purposes the composite is measured against the MSCI World (Net) Index [Net total return indices reinvest dividends after the deduction of withholding

taxes, using (for international indices) a tax rate applicable to non-resident institutional investors who do not benefit from double taxation treaties].

3. Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in

compliance with the GIPS standards. Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. has been independently verified for the periods June 21, 2004 through September 30, 2021. The

verification reports are available upon request. A firm that claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the

applicable requirements of the GIPS standards. Verification provides assurance on whether the firm's policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund

maintenance, as well as the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS standards and have been

implemented on a firm-wide basis. Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report. GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA

Institute. CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients may vary. Minimum account sizes, fees and fee structure, and other conditions may be waived or modified 

in the future, and have been waived or modified in the past, at the discretion of Epoch.

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment

Global Quality Capital Reinvestment (Separate Account Minimum: $25 million)

Assets Under Management Fee

First $50 million 0.60%

Next $50 million 0.50%

Over $100 million 0.40%

4. Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Toronto Dominion Bank. Epoch Investment Partners, Inc. (“Epoch”) became a registered 

investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 in June 2004. Policies for valuing investments, calculating performance, and preparing GIPS Reports are 

available upon request. 

5. Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including those accounts no longer with the firm. 

6. Valuations are computed and performance is reported in U.S. dollars.  Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all 

income. Gross-of-fees returns are presented before management fees but after all trading expenses. Net performance reflects the gross-of-fees return reduced by the 

actual investment management fee incurred.  Effective 1/2016, net performance is calculated by deducting the actual investment management fee incurred by each 

portfolio in the composite.  Prior to 1/2016, net-of-fee returns reflect the deduction of the highest annual management fee in effect at the time (0.85%), applied on a 

monthly basis. Returns include the effect of foreign currency exchange rates. Composite and benchmark (international indices) returns are presented net of non-

reclaimable withholding taxes.

7. Internal dispersion is calculated using an asset-weighted standard deviation of annual gross returns of those accounts that were included in the composite for the entire 

year.  Internal dispersion figures that are not meaningful due to the limited number of accounts in the composite are annotated by N/A. The three-year annualized 

standard deviation measures the variability of the composite gross returns and the benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period. 

8. The Global Quality Capital Reinvestment Composite was created in June 2013, and the inception date is June 30, 2013. Effective July 2020, the Global Equity Capital 

Reinvestment Composite name has been changed to the Global Quality Capital Reinvestment Composite. There has been no change to the underlying strategy and/or 

management of the product. A complete list of composite descriptions, broad distribution pooled funds and limited distribution pooled funds are available . 

9. The investment management fee schedule is as follows:


